Heat stress lipids and schizophrenia.
The neurodevelopmental hypothesis of schizophrenia implicates abnormal or disrupted neural growth during embryogenesis. It is postulated here that stress-inducing agents acting upon a compromised cellular system resulting from abnormal plasma membrane lipids could effect the neuronal abnormalities observed in schizophrenia. The heat stress response is induced by exposure to hyperthermia as well as a variety of other agents. The response to these agents includes the cessation of most transcriptional and translational activities, accompanied by the induction of a highly specific set of proteins. A concomitant reduction in metabolic activity including cell cycle delays is also observed. Much of the enormous literature on the heat stress response concentrates on protein and DNA interactions, especially with regard to transcriptional control. However, a variety of lipids are intrinsically involved in the heat stress response. This paper will provide a brief introduction to the heat shock proteins and will explore the roles that lipids play in the heat shock response.